Parker enables its partners in the semiconductor industry to cost-efficiently control process gases in downstream point-of-use applications with its new lines of FR 1000 and FR 1400 Series UHP regulators. This reflects Parker’s commitment to engineering short- and long-term costs. Call Parker’s Veriflo Division at (510) 235-9590 to learn more or visit solutions.parker.com/semicon
Etch chambers have been designed to produce similar plasma conditions on every location on the wafer to achieve uniform process results. Source: Lam Research

**ETCHING** | Evolution of across-wafer uniformity control in plasma etch
A look at control of process uniformity across the wafer during plasma etch processes.
*Stephen Hwang and Keren Kanarik, Lam Research Corporation, Fremont, CA*

**FOWLP** | Fan-Out Wafer Level Packaging (FOWLP): Breakthrough advantages and surmountable challenges
New wafer processing technologies overcome FOWLP’s technical hurdles, paving the way for a new generation of ultra compact, high I/O electronic devices.
*David Butler, SPTS Technologies, an Orbotech company, Yavne, Israel*

**TUNGSTEN** | Extending tungsten metallization for next-generation devices
Recent breakthroughs in materials engineering of low-resistance W barriers/liners and bulk fill are making it possible to extend W use to next-generation devices.
*Jonathan Bakke, Applied Materials, Santa Clara, CA*

**SAFETY** | Ensuring safety in the sub-fab
Problems frequently arise as a result of an incomplete or absent formal risk assessment when processes are modified or new materials introduced.
*Alan Ifould and Andrew Chambers, Edwards, North Somerset, UK*

**PROCESS WATCH** | Process control and production cycle time
Having more process control points will not immediately change the number of excursions in a fab but it will immediately improve the efficiency with which the fab reacts to them.
*By Douglas G. Sutherland and David W. Price, KLA-Tencor, Milpitas, CA*

**MEASUREMENT** | Advancements in RH measurement in wafer and reticle environments
A wireless wafer-like humidity sensor can simultaneously measure RH across the wafer and in critical processes.
*Allyn Jackson, CyberOptics Corp., Minneapolis, MN*

**SEMICON WEST** | Changing markets drive smarter manufacturing by IC sector
A day-long forum will be held at SEMICON West on the future of smart manufacturing in the semiconductor supply chain.
*Paula Doe, SEMI, San Jose, CA*
HITRS roadmap aims to integrate photonics

A new roadmap, the Heterogeneous Integration Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (HITRS), aims to integrate fast optical communication made possible with photonic devices with the digital crunching capabilities of CMOS.

The roadmap, announced publicly for the first time at The ConFab in June, is sponsored by IEEE Components, Packaging and Manufacturing Technology Society (CPMT), SEMI and the IEEE Electron Devices Society (EDS).

Speaking at The ConFab, Bill Bottoms, chairman and CEO of 3MT Solutions, said there were four significant issues driving change in the electronics industry that in turn drove the need for the HITRS roadmap: 1) The approaching end of Moore’s Law scaling of CMOS, 2) Migration of data, logic and applications to the Cloud, 3) The rise of the internet of things, and 4) Consumerization of data and data access.

“CMOS scaling is reaching the end of its economic viability and, for several applications, it has already arrived. At the same time, we have migration of data, logic and applications to the cloud. That’s placing enormous pressures on the capacity of the network that can’t be met with what we’re doing today, and we have the rise of the Internet of Things,” he said. The consumerization of data and data access is something that people haven’t focused on at all. “If we are not successful in doing that, the rate of growth and economic viability of our industry is going to be threatened,” Bottoms said.

These four driving forces present requirements that cannot be satisfied through scaling CMOS. “We have to have lower power, lower latency, lower cost with higher performance every time we bring out a new product or it won’t be successful,” Bottoms said. “How do we do that? The only vector that’s available to us today is to bring all of the electronics much closer together and then the distance between those system nodes has to be connected with photonics so that it operates at the speed of light and doesn’t consume much power. The only way to do this is to use heterogeneous integration and to incorporate 3D complex System-in-Package (SiP) architectures.

The HITRS is focused on exactly that, including integrating single-chip and multichip packaging (including substrates); integrated photonics, integrated power devices, MEMS, RF and analog mixed signal, and plasmonics. “Plasmonics have the ability to confine photonic energy to a space much smaller than wavelength,” Bottoms said. More information on the HITRS can be found at: http://cpmt.ieee.org/technology/heterogeneous-integration-roadmap.html

Bottoms said much of the technology exists today at the component level, but the challenge lies in integration. He noted today’s capabilities include Interconnection (flip-chip and wire bond), antenna, molding, SMT (passives, components, connectors), passives/integrated passive devices, wafer pumping/WLP, photonics layer, embedded technology, die/package stacking and mechanical assembly (laser welding, flex bending).

“We have a large number of components, all of which have been built, proven, characterized and in no case have we yet integrated them all. We’ve integrated more and more of them, and we expect to accelerate that in the next few years,” he said.

—Pete Singer, Editor-in-Chief
HEIDENHAIN – expanding horizons in semiconductor fabrication

• Repeatability ±0.001 µm (1 nm) @90 m/min
• 450 mm ready
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An interview with Dr. Dongkai Shangguan
Dr. Dongkai Shangguan is currently the Chief Marketing Officer of STATS ChipPAC. Previously, Dongkai served as the founding CEO of the National Center for Advanced Packaging Co., Ltd., worked for 10 years at Ford Motor Company in various technical and management functions, and for 11 years at Flextronics as Corporate Vice President of Global Advanced Technology.

http://bit.ly/1timOOS

More change for the chip industry
As if scaling to 7nm geometries and going vertical with FinFETs, TSVs and other emerging technologies wasn’t challenge enough, the emerging market for connected smart devices will bring more changes to the semiconductor sector. And then there’s 3D printing looming in the wings.

http://bit.ly/1JN1Tav

Changing markets drive smarter manufacturing by IC sector
The changing market for ICs means the end of business as usual for the greater semiconductor supply chain. Smarter use of data analytics looks like a key strategy to get new products more quickly into high yield production at improved margins.

http://bit.ly/1sEFUhw

ASMC 2016 Conference has highest attendance ever; Chipworks achieves twelfth paper
ASMC is an annual conference focused on the manufacturing of semiconductor devices; in this it differs from other conferences, since the emphasis is on what goes on in the wafer fab, not the R&D labs, and the papers are not research papers – some are better described as “tales from the fab”! After all, it’s the nitty-gritty of manufacturing in the fab that gets the chips out of the door, and this meeting discusses the work that pushes the yield and volumes up and keeps them there.


Insights from the Leading Edge: Samsung Electro-Mechanics enters FOWLP packaging market
Samsung Electronics System LSI and Samsung Electro-Mechanics will join forces to staff the project and launch the business. They will transform current LCD assembly lines in Cheonnan KR into IC packaging lines. It is unclear whether they have developed full panel processing capability, which many packaging OSATS have been trying to accomplish, or they will work in smaller formats.

http://bit.ly/28QQux0

Latest on EUVL development to be discussed in EUVL Workshop in Berkeley
This year’s 2016 EUVL Workshop is being held in Berkeley, CA, organized in cooperation with CXRO. With keynotes from Intel, GlobalFoundries and ASML, along with 45 speakers and about 50 papers, we expect to hear a good bit of new information on these topics and stimulating discussion of R&D topics.


Contact resistance and its role in limiting transistor performance
In logic devices, contacts and local interconnects form the critical electrical pathways between the transistors and the rest of the circuit. Low resistivity is therefore crucial for robust and reliable device performance. Consequently, low-resistivity CVD tungsten (W) has historically been used for logic contact and local interconnect fill. (From SemiMD.com)


Eloquent executives ecosystem expositions
With dimensional scaling reaching economic limits, each company in the IC fab industry must rely upon trusted connections with customers and suppliers to know which way to go, and the only way to gain trusted connections is through attending live events. Fortunately, whether you are an executive, and engineer, or an investor, there is at least one must-attend event happening these days to keep you informed. (From SemiMD.com)

Today’s lithography systems provide overlay accuracy and throughput capabilities far beyond what was previously thought possible. However, it is real-world, on-product performance that is vital to chipmakers.

Nikon combines superior stepper and scanner technology with innovative software solutions to deliver exceptional manufacturing performance and productivity—now and for the future.

**Nikon. Delivering Real-world Solutions.**

See Nikon at SEMICON West 2016 - Visit booth 1705 in South Hall to learn about the latest Nikon semiconductor lithography solutions and MEMS exposure systems.
Equipment spending up: 19 new fabs and lines to start construction

This month, SEMI announced that 19 new fabs and lines are forecasted to begin construction in 2016 and 2017, according to the latest update of the SEMI World Fab Forecast report. While semiconductor fab equipment spending is off to a slow start in 2016, it is expected to gain momentum through the end of the year. For 2016, 1.5 percent growth over 2015 is expected while 13 percent growth is forecast in 2017.

Fab equipment spending—including new, secondary, and in-house—was down 2 percent in 2015. However, activity in the 3D NAND, 10nm Logic, and Foundry segments is expected to push equipment spending up to US$36 billion in 2016, 1.5 percent over 2015, and to $40.7 billion in 2017, up 13 percent. Equipment will be purchased for existing fabs, lines that are being converted to leading-edge technology, as well as equipment going into new fabs and lines that began construction in the prior year.

Table 1 shows the regions where new fabs and lines are expected to be built in 2016 and 2017. These projects have a probability of 60 percent or higher, according to SEMI’s data. While some projects are already underway, others may be subject to delays or pushed into the following year. The SEMI World Fab Forecast report, published May 31, 2016, provides more details about the construction boom.

Breaking down the 19 projects by wafer size, 12 of the fabs and lines are for 300mm (12-inch), four for 200mm, and three LED fabs (150mm, 100mm, and 50mm). Not including LEDs, the potential installed capacity of all these fabs and lines is estimated at almost 210,000 wafer starts per month (in 300mm equivalents) for fabs beginning construction in 2016 and 330,000 wafer starts per month (in 300mm equivalents) for fabs beginning construction in 2017.

In addition to announced and planned new fabs and lines, SEMI’s World Fab Forecast provides information about existing fabs and lines with associated construction spending, e.g. when a cleanroom is converted to a larger wafer size or a different product type.

In addition, the transition to leading-edge technologies (as we can see in planar technologies, but also in 3D technologies) creates a reduction in installed capacity within an existing fab. To compensate for this reduction, more conversions of older fabs may take place, but also additional new fabs and lines may begin construction.
Tiny lasers enable faster, less power-hungry next-gen microprocessors

A group of scientists from Hong Kong University of Science and Technology; the University of California, Santa Barbara; Sandia National Laboratories and Harvard University were able to fabricate tiny lasers directly on silicon — a huge breakthrough for the semiconductor industry and well beyond.

For more than 30 years, the crystal lattice of silicon and of typical laser materials could not match up, making it impossible to integrate the two materials — until now.

As the group reports in Applied Physics Letters, from AIP Publishing, integrating subwavelength cavities — the essential building blocks of their tiny lasers — onto silicon enabled them to...

Continued on page 9

Long-term strategy pays off as TI maintains analog leadership

The 2015 analog market grew 2% to $47.0 billion. Combined sales of general-purpose analog products (amplifiers/comparators, interface, power management, an signal conversion devices) increased 2% to $19.1 billion and sales of application-specific analog devices also improved 2% to $27.9 billion.

Among analog IC products the market for signal conversion devices showed the largest increase in 2015, growing 14% to $2.9 billion.

IC Insights’ ranking of top analog IC suppliers for 2015 is shown in Figure 1. Collectively, these 10 companies accounted for 56% of global analog sales last year, down slightly from 57% in 2014. Among the top suppliers, nine had analog sales in excess of

Continued on page 10
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Automotive semiconductor market grows slightly in 2015 while ranks shift

Despite slower growth for the automotive industry and exchange rate fluctuations, the automotive semiconductor market grew at a modest 0.2 percent year over year, reaching $29 billion in 2015, according to IHS (NYSE: IHS), a global source of critical information and insight.

A flurry of mergers and acquisitions last year caused the competitive landscape to shift, including the merger of NXP and Freescale, which created the largest automotive semiconductor supplier in 2015 with a market share of 14.3 percent, IHS said. The acquisition of International Rectifier (IR) helped Infineon overtake Renesas to secure the second-ranked position, with a market share of 9.8 percent. Renesas slipped to third-ranked position in 2015, with a market share of 9.1 percent, followed by STMicroelectronics and Texas Instruments.

“The acquisition of Freescale by NXP created a powerhouse for the automotive market. NXP increased its strength in automotive infotainment systems, thanks to the robust double-digit growth of its i.MX processors,” said Ahad Buksh, automotive semiconductor analyst for IHS Technology. “NXP’s analog integrated circuits also grew by double digits, thanks to the increased penetration rate of keyless-entry systems and in-vehicle networking technologies.”

NXP will now target the machine vision and sensor fusion markets with the S32V family of processors for autonomous functions, according to the IHS Automotive Semiconductor Intelligence Service. Even on the radar front, NXP now has a broad portfolio of long- and mid-range silicon-germanium (SiGe) radar chips, as well as short-range complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) radar chips under development. “The fusion of magnetic sensors from NXP, with pressure and inertial sensors from Freescale, has created a significant sensor supplier,” Buksh said.

The inclusion of IR, and a strong presence in advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), hybrid electric vehicles and other growing applications helped Infineon grow 5.5 percent in 2015. Infineon’s 77 gigahertz (GHz) radar system integrated circuit (RASIC) chip family strengthened its position in ADAS. Its 32-bit microcontroller (MCU) solutions, based on TriCore architectures, reinforced the company’s position in the powertrain and chassis and safety domains.

The dollar-to-yen exchange rate worked against the revenue ranking for Renesas for the third consecutive year. A major share of Renesas business is with Japanese customers, which is primarily conducted in yen. Even though Renesas’ automotive semiconductor revenue fell 12 percent, when measured in dollars, the revenue actually grew by about 1 percent in yen. Renesas’ strength continues to be its MCU solutions, where the company is still the leading supplier globally.

STMicroelectronics’ automotive revenue declined 2 percent year over year; however, a larger part of the decline can be attributed to the lower exchange rate of the Euro against the U.S. dollar in 2015, which dropped 20 percent last year. STMicroelectronics’ broad-based portfolio and its presence in every growing automotive domain of the market helped the company maintain its revenue as well as it did. Apart from securing multiple design wins with American and European automotive manufacturers, the company is also strengthening its relationships with Chinese auto manufacturers. Radio and navigation solutions from STMicroelectronics were installed in numerous new vehicle models in 2015.

Texas Instruments has thrived in the automotive semiconductor market for the fourth consecutive year. Year-over-year revenue increased by 16.6 percent in 2015. The company’s success story is not based on any one particular vehicle domain. In fact, while all domains have enjoyed double-digit increases, infotainment, ADAS and hybrid-electric vehicles were the primary drivers of growth.

Other suppliers making inroads in automotive

After the acquisition of CSR, Qualcomm rose from its 42nd ranking in year 2014, to become the 20th largest supplier of automotive semiconductors in 2015. Qualcomm has a strong presence in cellular baseband solutions, with its Snapdragon and Gobi processors; while CSR’s strength lies in wireless application ICs — especially for Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. Qualcomm is now the sixth largest supplier of semiconductors in the infotainment domain.

Moving from 83rd position in 2011 to 37th in 2015, nVidia has used its experience, and its valuable partnership with Audi, to gain momentum in the automotive market. The non-safety critical status of the infotainment domain was a logical stepping stone to carve out a position in the automotive market, but now the company is also moving toward ADAS and other safety applications. The company has had particular success with its Tegra processors.

Due to the consolidation of Freescale, Osram entered the top-10 ranking of automotive suppliers for the first time in 2015. Osram is the global leader in automotive lighting and has enjoyed double-digit growth over the past three years, thanks to the increasing penetration of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) in new vehicles.
Tiny lasers, Continued
from page 7
create and demonstrate high-density on-chip light-emitting elements.

To do this, they first had to resolve silicon crystal lattice defects to a point where the cavities were essentially equivalent to those grown on lattice-matched gallium arsenide (GaAs) substrates. Nano-patterns created on silicon to confine the defects made the GaAs-on-silicon template nearly defect free and quantum confinement of electrons within quantum dots grown on this template made lasing possible.

The group was then able to use optical pumping, a process in which light, rather than electrical current, “pumps” electrons from a lower energy level in an atom or molecule to a higher level, to show that the devices work as lasers.

“Putting lasers on microprocessors boosts their capabilities and allows them to run at much lower powers, which is a big step toward photonics and electronics integration on the silicon platform,” said professor Kei May Lau, Department of Electronic and Computer Engineering, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.

Traditionally, the lasers used for commercial applications are quite large — typically 1 mm x 1 mm. Smaller lasers tend to suffer from large mirror loss.

But the scientists were able to overcome this issue with
“tiny whispering gallery mode lasers — only 1 micron in diameter — that are 1,000 times shorter in length, and 1 million times smaller in area than those currently used,” said Lau.

Whispering gallery mode lasers are considered an extremely attractive light source for on-chip optical communications, data processing and chemical sensing applications.

“Our lasers have very low threshold and match the sizes needed to integrate them onto a microprocessor,” Lau pointed out. “And these tiny high-performance lasers can be grown directly on silicon wafers, which is what most integrated circuits (semiconductor chips) are fabricated with.”

In terms of applications, the group’s tiny lasers on silicon are ideally suited for high-speed data communications.

“Photonic is the most energy-efficient and cost-effective method to transmit large volumes of data over long distances. Until now, laser light sources for such applications were ‘off chip’ — missing — from the component,” Lau explained. “Our work enables on-chip integration of lasers, an [indispensable] component, with other silicon photonics and microprocessors.”

The researchers expect to see this technology emerge in the market within 10 years.

Next, the group is “working on electrically pumped lasers using standard microelectronics technology,” Lau said.

$1.0 billion; five of these had sales in excess of $2.0 billion. Only tenth-ranked Renesas fell short of the $1.0 billion mark. With a 10% increase, NXP’s analog sales outperformed the total analog market by the widest margin (Figure 1).

Texas Instruments was again the leading supplier of analog devices in 2015 with $8.3 billion in sales, which was good for 18% marketshare. TI’s analog sales slightly surpassed the combined revenue of the next three-largest analog suppliers, and represented 69% of its total semiconductor revenue last year. TI has always been a major player in analog, but beginning in 2009, it doubled down on its long-term efforts to dominate this market segment. That year, TI became the first company to manufacture analog devices on 300mm equipment. It purchased 300mm manufacturing tools from defunct Qimonda and transferred it to its existing fabs in Texas to build analog ICs. In 2010, TI acquired two wafer fabs operated by Spansion in Aizu-Wakamatsu, Japan, and a fully equipped 200mm fab in Chengdu, China from Censina Semiconductor Manufacturing. Both facilities were converted and immediately put to use making analog ICs. In April 2011, TI acquired National Semiconductor—its rival in many analog markets—for $6.5 billion.

TI also strengthened its analog position by transitioning to 300mm manufacturing capacity at its newer RFAB and its older DMOS 6 fabs. Aside from boosting its analog manufacturing capacity, moving to 300mm wafer helped reduce total production costs by 40%, according to the company.

Other changes seen in the 2015 ranking include Infineon moving up one place to become the second-largest analog supplier and Skyworks Solutions moving up two spots to #3. ST slipped from #2 in 2014 to #5 in the 2015 ranking following its 13% decline in analog sales, which it attributed to soft equipment sales (computer, consumer, automotive, industrial) among its primary customers. Collectively, Infineon, NXP, and ST—Europe’s three-largest IC suppliers—accounted for 15% analog marketshare last year.

Skyworks continues to enjoy solid analog sales due to design wins with smartphones providers around the world. Skyworks Solutions makes analog and mixed signal semiconductors for Apple, Samsung, and other suppliers of mobile devices. Many of Skyworks’ power amplifier components are found in Apple’s iPhone 6 models. It has been estimated that Skyworks supplies $4 worth of content for every iPhone 6 handset.
Although highly focused in mobile markets, Skyworks plans to expand into the automotive, home, and wearable markets to develop its presence in applications linked to the Internet of Things. Analog ICs such as audio amplifiers, op amps, and analog switches are building blocks for creating wearable applications. Skyworks’ wireless technology is used in General Electric healthcare equipment, and the company recently sealed a deal to supply high-performance filter solutions to Panasonic.

Analog Devices’ analog sales grew 2% last year. One of its key analog ICs is a device that enables 3D/Force Touch, a feature available on the Apple Watch, the latest iPhones, and new generations of the iPad, that uses tiny electrodes to distinguish between a light tap and a deep press to trigger contextually specific controls.

IC Insights forecasts the total analog market to grow 4% this year, reaching $49.1 billion and then surpass the $50.0 billion mark for the first time in 2017 as analog sales climb to an expected $51.4 billion. From 2015 to 2020, the analog market is forecast to grow at a compound annual growth rate of 6%, one point higher than the total IC market.
At the ECTC conference in May, in the “Advances in Fan Out Packaging” session, Matt Lueck of RTI International discussed the results of their joint program with X-Celeprint.

A common aspect to all fan-out packaging is the requirement to physically assemble devices into dispersed arrays, often called reconfigured wafers, which provides the real estate needed to fan-out. Devices made in sub-mm chip sizes can impose cost and performance challenges to FO-WLP using serial pick-and place assembly technologies. RTI and X-Celeprint joined forces to develop a fan out package for sub mm IC using the X-Celeprint massively parallel assembly technology called micro transfer-printing, which is well-suited for handling very thin and fragile devices.

In their micro transfer-printing technology a polymer layer is first applied to the substrate before the assembly process, and the devices are assembled in a face-up configuration. Following the formation of the reconfigured substrates, conventional redistribution layer (RDL) and solder ball processing was performed. Two different photo-imageable spin on dielectrics, HD4100 PI and Intervia 8023 epoxy, were used as the RDL dielectrics. The fan-out package contains no molding compound and is made using standard wafer-level packaging tools.

There are potential benefits from fan-out packaging strategies that do not require molding compound. The process described here does not suffer from the “die drift” that occurs during compression molded fan-out packaging which often requires special adaptive alignment techniques. It also does not suffer from the wafer and package warpage that can occur in molding compound based fan-out packages.

Micro-transfer printing was used to assemble reconfigured wafers of devices (80um x 40um chips with a redistribution metal and six contact pads), onto 200mm wafers. After assembly, they undergo a standard wafer level redistribution and bumping process. The final fan-out package pitch on the 200 mm wafer is 1.4mm x 1.0mm with six 250 µm solder bumps. The fan-out packages were assembled and reflowed onto FR4 test boards.

The Figure shows (A) the chiplet source wafer after partial removal of chiplets with the elastomer stamp; (B) a completed fan out package before solder ball placement; (C) close-up of the interconnect to the chi pads; (D) Final FO-WLP. Initial yields are reported to be 97%.

Two PCB test vehicles populated with 60 die each were built for thermal cycle testing. The board level thermal cycle testing was run under -40°C to 125°C. None of the die showed more than 0.2 ohm change in average resistance.
Applied Materials releases selective etch tool

Applied Materials has disclosed commercial availability of new Selectra(TM) selective etch twin-chamber hardware for the company’s high-volume manufacturing (HVM) Producer® platform. Using standard fluorine and chlorine gases already used in traditional Reactive Ion Etch (RIE) chambers, this new tool provides atomic-level precision in the selective removal of materials in 3D devices structures increasingly used for the most advanced silicon ICs. The tool is already in use at three customer fabs for finFET logic HVM, and at two memory fab customers, with a total of >350 chambers planned to have been shipped to many customers by the end of 2016.

FIGURE 1 shows a simplified cross-sectional schematic of the Selectra chamber, where the dashed white line indicates some manner of screening functionality so that “Ions are blocked, chemistry passes through” according to the company. In an exclusive interview with Solid State Technology, company representative refused to disclose any hardware details. “We are using typical chemistries that are used in the industry,” explained Ajay Bhatnagar, managing director of Selective Removal Products for Applied Materials. “If there are specific new applications needed than we can use new chemistry. We have a lot of IP on how we filter ions and how we allow radicals to combine on the wafer to create selectivity.”

From first principles we can assume that the ion filtering is accomplished with some manner of electrically-grounded metal screen. This etch technology accomplishes similar process results to Atomic Layer Etch (ALE) systems sold by Lam, while avoiding the need for specialized self-limiting chemistries and the accompanying chamber throughput reductions associated with pulse-purge process recipes.

“What we are doing is being able to control the amount of radicals coming to the wafer surface and controlling the removal rates very uniformly across the wafer surface,” asserted Bhatnagar. “If you have this level of atomic control then you don’t need the self-limiting capability. Most of our customers are controlling process with time, so we don’t need to use self-limiting chemistry.” Applied Materials claims that this allows the Selectra tool to have higher relative productivity compared to an ALE tool.

Due to the intrinsic 2D resolutions limits of optical lithography, leading IC fabs now use multi-patterning (MP) litho flows where sacrificial thin-films must be removed to create the final desired layout. Due to litho limits and CMOS device scaling limits, 2D logic transistors are being replaced by 3D finFETs and eventually Gate-All-Around (GAA) horizontal nanowires (NW). Due to dielectric leakage at the atomic scale, 2D NAND memory is being replaced by 3D-NAND stacks. All of these advanced IC fab processes require the removal of atomic-scale materials with extreme selectivity to remaining materials, so the Selectra chamber is expected to be a future work-horse for the industry.

When the industry moves to GAA-NW transistors, alternating layers of Si and SiGe will be grown on the wafer surface, 2D patterned into fins, and then the sacrificial SiGe must be selectively etched to form 3D arrays of NW. The Selectra tools can etch the SiGe from alternating Si/SiGe stacks, with sharp Si corners after etch indicating excellent selectivity.

“One of the fundamental differences between this system and old downstream plasma asHERS, is that it was designed to provide extreme selectivity to different materials,” said Matt Cogorno, global product manager of Selective Removal Products for Applied Materials. “With this system we can provide silicon to titanium-nitride selectivity at 5000:1, or silicon to silicon-nitride selectivity at 2000:1. This is accomplished with the unique hardware architecture in the chamber combined with how we mix the chemistries. Also, there is no polymer formation in the etch process, so after etching there are no additional processing issues with the need for ashing and/or a wet-etch step to remove polymers.”

Systems can also be used to provide dry cleaning and surface-preparation due to the extreme selectivity and damage-free material removal. “You can control the removal rates,” explained Cogorno. “You don’t have ions on the wafer, but you can modulate the number of radicals coming down.” For HVM of ICs with atomic-scale device structures, this new tool can widen process windows and reduce costs compared to both dry RIE and wet etching. ◆
ONYX: A New In-Line and Non-Destructive Hybrid Technology

By BENNY DONNER, RONI PERETZ and BRAD LAWRENCE, XwinSys, Israel

XwinSys has recently launched the ‘ONYX’ - a novel in-line and non-destructive hybrid metrology system, uniquely integrating advanced XRF, 2D and 3D optical technologies, designed to meet the current and future metrological challenges of the semiconductor industry.

The ONYX’s unique triple-mode technologies and capabilities, designed to meet both fast in-line and in-depth metrology challenges, without interrupting the process flow. Enabling several physical parameters to be measured across the wafer, wafer to wafer, and lot to lot - ensures the process is in control. The ONYX is dedicated and designed to serve multiple in-line and non-destructive metrology and inspection needs in the semiconductor and related micro-electronics industries.

This is the case where the whole is greater than the sum of its parts - the three integrated optical sensors creates an innovative synergistic approach to problem solving and product monitoring. This was only possible with off-line analytical tools in the past. By integrating components outputs, full scaled inspection parameters can be obtained.

The unique hybrid configuration of the ONYX enables a solution to challenging applications through various analytical approaches and effective SW algorithms:

• Metal film stacks thickness measurements
• Feature dimensions measuring
• Detection and analysis of voids or missing layers
• XRF thickness standards verification
• Detecting specific miss-processing out of a multi-variable metrology application
• Algorithm compensation for parameter variations of a film stack

XwinSys Technology Development Ltd.
Website: www.xwinsys.com
Email: info@xwinsys.com
Phone: +972-4-9891313

XwinSys is dedicated to the design, manufacture and marketing of novel solutions based on improved X-ray technology combined with automated optical 3D & 2D microscopes, for the Semiconductor and related industries.

Visit us at SEMICON WEST: booth 2245

FIGURE 1: The ONYX System

FIGURE 2: Hybrid Configuration

FIGURE 3: Multi-Stack Application
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Evolution of across-wafer uniformity control in plasma etch

STEPHEN HWANG and KEREN KANARIK, Lam Research Corporation, Fremont, CA

A look at control of process uniformity across the wafer during plasma etch processes.

Controlling process variability to achieve repeatable results has always been important for meeting yield and device performance requirements. With every advance in technology and change in design rule, tighter process controls are needed. In all of these cases, there are multiple sources of variability, often generalized as: within die, across wafer, wafer to wafer, and chamber to chamber. Typically, less than one third of the overall variation is allowed for variation across the wafer. For example, at the 14 nm node, the allowable variation for gate critical dimensions (CDs) is less than 2.4 nm, of which only about 0.84 nm is allowed for variation across the wafer [1]. At the 5 nm node, the allowable variation across the wafer may be less than 0.5 nm, or equivalent to two or three silicon atoms. In this article, we will discuss control of process uniformity across the wafer during plasma etch processes, its evolution in the industry, and some key focus areas.

A fundamental challenge in controlling uniformity in etch processes is the complexity of a plasma. Achieving the desired etch result (e.g., post-etch profile with selectivity to different film materials) requires managing the ratio of different ions and neutrals (e.g., Ar⁺, C₄F₈, C₄F₆⁺, O, O₂⁺). Since the same plasma generates both types of species, the relative amount of ions to neutrals is strongly coupled. As a result, the impact of parameters typically used to control the plasma (e.g., source power and chamber pressure) are also interdependent.

Improving uniformity through design

Since the start of single-wafer processing in the early 1980s, etch chambers have been designed to produce similar plasma conditions on every location on the wafer to achieve uniform process results. This is especially challenging since there can be inherent electrical and chemical discontinuities at the edge (FIGURE 1) that affect uniformity across the wafer. Voltage gradients are created at the wafer edge due to the change from a biased surface to a grounded or floating surface. This bends the plasma sheath at the wafer edge, which changes the trajectory of ions relative to the wafer. The chemical potential discontinuity is analogous and produces concentration gradients for different species.

FIGURE 1. Discontinuities caused by the wafer edge create gradients that impact uniformity across the surface, with a significant impact at the edge.
Process non-uniformity has both radial and non-radial components (A). On a wafer map showing overall non-uniformity, removal of radial asymmetry allows isolating the more challenging non-radial component (B).

The gradients are caused by multiple phenomena, including variation in reactant consumption and by-products emissions rates at the center relative to the edge, as well as differences in temperature between the chamber and wafer that cause different absorption rates of chemical species.

Many chamber design changes have been implemented over the years to improve radial symmetry (FIGURE 2a). For example, a key hardware parameter for capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) chambers is the gap between the cathode and anode. Historically, the gap would be designed to provide the most uniform etch for a given power, pressure, and mixture of gas chemistries. On inductively coupled plasma (ICP) chambers, the gas injection location was a key design feature that would vary by process. In aluminum etch chambers, the reactant gas was delivered from a showerhead above the wafer. For silicon etch, the reactant gases across the wafer.
were injected from around the perimeter of the wafer, but then evolved so that the gas was injected from above the center of the wafer.

With continuous optimization of chamber design, non-radial patterns became more apparent. On a uniformity map, the average of all the points within every radius can be taken and subtracted from the map, which leaves the more difficult asymmetric portion (FIGURE 2b). With this awareness, focus shifted toward eliminating asymmetries in the chamber design.

In retrospect, some of these improvements seem obvious. For instance, up to the late 1990s, it was not uncommon to have etch chambers with the turbomolecular pump located to the side of the wafer. This design created a side-to-side pattern due to the convective flow of reactants and by-products laterally across the wafer. By moving the pumps under the wafer, the flow became radially symmetric, thereby eliminating the process asymmetry.

In other cases, the source of asymmetry was more subtle. One interesting non-uniformity corrected with design was a problematic side-to-side pattern on the wafer that had a seemingly random orientation chamber-to-chamber. After extensive investigation to eliminate possible sources in the chamber hardware, the pattern was correlated with the Earth’s magnetic field (FIGURE 3). This example demonstrates the sensitivity of plasma processes, even to minor external influences. Although not specifically a chamber issue, the problem was corrected by applying special shielding with high magnetic-permeability materials around the chamber.

Development of process tuning capabilities
As etch processes became more varied and complex, fixed chamber designs were not sufficiently flexible to meet increasingly stringent requirements since it was not practical to provide a specific uniformity kit optimized for each etch process. Moreover, it was more challenging to achieve uniform results when etch technology transitioned from processing 200 mm to 300 mm wafers in the early 2000s. As a result, tuning capabilities were developed to deliver the uniformity control needed for a wide range of processes and larger wafer sizes.

By the early 2000s, the first uniformity tuning knobs focused on controlling the chemistry over the wafer. This was done in several ways, for example by splitting the main reactant gases into different locations or by adding tuning gases at separate locations from the main reactant gas. Since then, a number of tunable parameters have been identified for etch processes (Table 1). Ideally, orthogonal (independent) tuning knobs are used in order to match compensation as closely as possible to root causes. This provides the greatest impact on the process while limiting impact on other parameters. For example, in many dielectric etch processes, the etch rate is limited by the flux of ions from the plasma. Since gas injection doesn’t significantly impact plasma density uniformity, Lam Research developed tunable gap technology for CCP chambers to achieve uniform flux of ions across the wafer for a given set of process conditions.

Over the years, continued development has focused on increasing the spatial resolution for better control across the wafer. For example, gas was at first only injected from the center location above the wafer. Then, additional capability was added that allowed controlling the ratio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tunable Parameter</th>
<th>Process Parameters Impacted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Inner/outer inductive current (ICP) | • Neutral density  
|                             | • Ion density                                                     |
| Capacitive gap (CCP)       | • Neutral density  
|                             | • Ion density                                                     |
| Gas injection location     | • Chemistry control  
|                             | • Convective transport                                           |
| Wafer temperature (radial) | • Reactant and by-product absorption                             |
| Chamber/edge temperature   | • Reactant and by-product absorption                             |

TABLE 1. Tunable Etch Parameters
of gas directed to the center or edge of the wafer. Several years later, an additional gas injection location was added around the periphery of the wafer. To use wafer temperature as a control knob, different heating or cooling zones can be added to an electrostatic chuck (ESC), which holds the wafer. Historically, the number of temperature zones has increased from one to two (by 2002) to four radial zones (by 2006) to improve the radial uniformity of CDs. Since temperature directly affects CD uniformity (CDU), this is an effective way to tackle one of the most critical uniformity challenges.

Some of the most complex process flows today rely on these sophisticated tuning capabilities. Innovations that drive continuous scaling, such as 3D FinFET devices, advanced memory schemes, and double/quadruple patterning techniques, add to the challenge of reducing variability due to the increasing number of steps within the integration flows. Even if the uniformity for individual unit processes (including etch) are relatively good, their combined impact can be significant, and there is need to compensate somewhere in the flow.

When the uniformity profile of a step in the sequence, upstream or downstream, is known and difficult to correct, the profile of an etch step can be modified. For example, if one step is center fast, etch can compensate by being edge fast. This may sound simple, but it is actually quite difficult to achieve the level of process control that can essentially provide a mirror image of the non-uniformity in another process. Fortunately, plasma etch is one process that has matured to being capable of this level of control.

Uniformity control today
After many years of innovation, uniformity control capabilities now have the following characteristics:
• A high degree of granularity (numerous independent tuning locations across the wafer)
• Active tuning of both radial and non-radial patterns
• The ability to compensate for non-uniformities upstream and downstream of the etch process

One strategy being used at Lam to achieve the degree of control now needed is providing numerous independent heaters or micro-zones to control the wafer temperature, which is a critical parameter impacting CD uniformity. For example, using more than 100 localized heaters on one etch chamber delivers significantly higher spatial resolution than a system using only two or four heater zones for the entire wafer. Control of numerous individual heaters tunes both radial and non-radial patterns, whereas only center-middle-edge tuning was possible in previous generations (FIGURE 4).

With such high granularity, it is challenging for an individual engineer to manually determine the appropriate settings for so many heaters that will achieve a target thermal pattern across the wafer. To address this issue, advanced algorithms and controls with special temperature calibrations were developed so that the system automatically controls the heaters. Moreover, it can be difficult to determine the thermal map profile that will achieve the required process uniformity. Sophisticated software algorithms have also been developed to use process trends, chamber calibration data, and wafer metrology information to automatically create the appropriate thermal maps. With this capability, incoming non-uniformity can be reduced to less than 0.5 nm CDU after etch (FIGURE 5).

Future focus areas
Beyond the uniformity challenges discussed, performance at the edge of the wafer – the outer 10 mm, where up to 10% of the die may be located – is an increasingly important area of future focus for improving yield. In this region, uniformity control is dominated by the electrical discontinuities at the edge of the wafer that can cause sheath bending. The impacted region of sheath bending is much smaller (~10-15 mm from the edge) compared to chemical or thermal effects (50-70 or 30-50 mm, respectively). While fixed edge hardware can be redesigned for optimal uniformity, new technologies are in development to provide in situ tunability of the sheath at the wafer edge.

Looking ahead, we can expect more types of control knobs and further granularity for finer tuning along with a greater focus on automation. Compensatory process control should continue to develop and be used as process modules become increasingly complex.
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FIGURE 4. Active uniformity control has evolved from limited radial tuning of large areas of the wafer to independent tuning of ever smaller regions across the wafer, enabling control of both radial and non-radial uniformity.

FIGURE 5. Proprietary hardware and software map incoming CDs and adjust etch process conditions in the numerous micro-zones across the wafer to compensate for variability from upstream processes.
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Fan-Out Wafer Level Packaging: Breakthrough advantages and surmountable challenges

DAVID BUTLER, SPTS Technologies, an Orbotech company, Hereford, UK

New wafer processing technologies overcome FOWLP’s technical hurdles, paving the way for a new generation of ultra compact, high I/O electronic devices.

Our ability to create ever-smaller electronic devices that maintain or surpass the performance of their physically larger predecessors – exemplified by today’s wearables, smartphones and tablets – is dictated by many factors that extend well beyond Moore’s Law, from the underlying embedded components to the ways in which they’re packaged together. With regard to the latter, fan-out wafer level packaging (FOWLP) is quickly emerging as the new die and wafer level packaging technique of choice, and is widely anticipated to underpin the next generation of compact, high performance electronic devices.

Whereas with conventional flip-chip WLP schemes the I/O terminals are spread over the chip surface area, limiting the number of I/O connections, FOWLP embeds individual die in an epoxy mold compound (EMC) with space allocated between each die for additional I/O connection points, avoiding the use of more expensive silicon real estate to accommodate a higher I/O count. Redistribution layers (RDLs) are formed using physical vapor deposition (PVD) and subsequent electroplating and patterning to re-route I/O connections on the die to the mold compound regions on the periphery (FIGURE 1).

Leveraging FOWLP, semiconductor devices with thousands of I/O points can be seamlessly connected via finely-spaced lines as thin as two to five microns, maximizing interconnect density while enabling high bandwidth data transfer. Significant height and cost savings are achieved via the elimination of the substrate.

With FOWLP today we have the ability to embed heterogeneous devices including baseband...
processors, RF transceivers and power management ICs in these mold wafers, thereby enabling the latest generation of ultra-thin wearables and mobile wireless devices. With continued line and space reductions, FOWLP has the potential to accommodate higher performing devices including memory and application processors, positioning FOWLP to extend into new markets including automotive and medical applications and beyond.

Leading vendors implementing FOWLP today include Amkor, ASE, Freescale, NANIUM, STATS ChipPAC, and TSMC, with TSMC being the most high-profile vendor given its widely-reported contract win to produce A10 processors for Apple’s iPhone 7 – a deal said to be attributable in part to TSMC’s mature FOWLP-based InFO technology.

According to a report entitled “FO WLP Forecast update 09/2015” published by research firm Yole Développement in September 2015, the launch of TSMC’s InFO format is expected to increase industry packaging revenues for FOWLP from $240M in 2015 to $2.4B in 2020. With a projected 54% CAGR, Yole expects FOWLP to be the fastest growing advanced packaging technology in the semiconductor industry.

Low heat, high speed processing
All fan-out wafers feature singulated die embedded in the EMC, with spin-on dielectrics surrounding the RDL. These materials present some unique challenges, including moisture absorption, excessive outgassing and a limited tolerance to elevated temperatures. If not dealt with properly, contamination at the metal deposition stage can compromise contact resistance.

Whereas conventional circuits built on silicon can withstand heat up to 400°C and can be degassed in under one minute, the EMC and dielectrics used in FOWLP have a heat tolerance closer to 120°C. Temperatures exceeding this low threshold can cause decomposition and excessive wafer warping. Degassing wafers at such low temperatures naturally takes a longer amount of time, and can drastically reduce the throughput of a conventional sputter system.

Multi-wafer degas (MWD) technology has emerged as a compelling solution to this problem, enabling up to 75 wafers to be degassed at 120°C in parallel before being individually transferred to subsequent pre-clean and sputter deposition, without breaking vacuum.

With this approach, wafers are dynamically pumped under clean, high vacuum conditions, with radiation heat transfer warming wafers directly to temperatures within the operating budget for packaging applications.

Each wafer can spend up to 30 minutes inside the MWD, but because they’re processed in parallel, a “dry” wafer is outputted for metal deposition every 60 to 90 seconds, at a rate of between 30 to 50 wafers per hour. This approach increases PVD system throughput by 2-3 times compared to a single wafer degas processing technology, and as materials emerge with even lower thermal budgets based on increased passivation thickness, longer degas times can be accommodated with no impact on throughput (FIGURE 2).

These benefits are not readily attainable, however, unless we can overcome the attendant warping challenges. Epoxy
mold wafers can be warped after curing, and the size and shape of the warpage hinge on the different shapes, densities and placement of the embedded die. A FOWLP PVD system must therefore be able to minimize temperature-induced shape shifting, and accommodate wafers with up to a 10mm bow. The acceptable industry threshold for bowing is probably lower than 6mm, however, as it’s not easy to make uniformly thick conductors on a substrate exhibiting 6mm+ warpage.

Utmost integrity
After successful degas, but prior to metal deposition, the FO wafer is pre-cleaned in a plasma etch module. This facilitates the removal of trace oxide layers from the contacts, but due to the composition of the organic dielectric surrounding the contacts, will result in carbon build-up on the chamber walls. This carbon does not adhere well to ceramic chamber surfaces, and if not carefully managed, can result in early particle failure.

New in-situ paste technologies allow these carbon deposits to better adhere to chamber surfaces during the pre-cleaning process, enabling preventative maintenance intervals that exceed 6,000 wafers. This approach can significantly improve productivity by reducing the frequency of dedicated wafer pastes, which typically require production to be paused every 10 to 20 wafers for chamber pasting when using conventional techniques.

The myriad benefits that FOWLP promises for the production of ultra compact, high I/O electronic devices far outweigh the aforementioned technical barriers to mainstream FOWLP adoption. With the ability to overcome the degassing, warping, and integrity challenges that can impede FOWLP implementations, electronics manufacturers can unlock the full potential of FOWLP while eliminating frictions affecting production speeds and yields. ✤
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Extending tungsten metallization for next-generation devices

JONATHAN BAKKE, Applied Materials, Santa Clara, CA

Recent breakthroughs in materials engineering of low-resistance W barriers/liners and bulk fill are making it possible to extend W use to next-generation devices.

Tungsten (W), with its low resistivity and minimal electro-migration, has long been used for a variety of applications in fabricating semiconductor devices. For instance, it is used for logic contact, local interconnect (LIC), and metal gate (MG) fill as well as DRAM buried word line and contact and 3D NAND MG and contact. Sustained scaling, however, is posing challenges to its continued use with conventional process flows. Interconnect dimensions have shrunken to the point at which contact resistance is becoming an obstacle to realizing optimum transistor performance; fill integrity degrades as aspect ratios and the degree of re-entrance increase, making it difficult to ensure high-quality metallization.

At earlier nodes, larger dimensions made W fill possible using conformal CVD deposition. Now, overhang around the tops of ultra-small openings or bowing from the interconnect etch open preclude the conformal process from completely filling features without voids, while center seams are an inevitable result of conformal deposition, even in the absence of voids. These attributes render extremely small features vulnerable to breach during CMP, causing high resistance or complete failure of an interconnect. High feature densities and lack of via redundancy in advanced chip designs mean that a single void can cause complete device failure and significant yield loss.

Fortunately, recent breakthroughs in materials engineering of low-resistance W barriers/liners and bulk fill are overcoming these limitations and making it possible to extend W use to next-generation devices. The former lower resistance by simplifying fill film requirements and enlarging the volume available for W fill; the latter eliminates undesirable seams to create more robust structures.

Low-resistance liners
To date, high-resistivity TiN has been predominantly used as an adhesion layer for CVD W and to block fluorine penetration during the bulk fill process. W does not grow directly on TiN; thus, it requires deposition of a nucleation layer before the fill step. As logic devices scale through the 10 nm node and beyond, the maximum critical dimension (CD) of the LIC will be <25 nm. This leaves <12 nm for low-resistance W fill after the relatively high-resistance TiN and
nucleation layers, which results in an overall high contact resistance. Further, every metal interface adds to the resistance to the contact.

Metal-organic deposition of thin W-based films offers an ideal solution, because it can eliminate high-resistance liners and nucleation layers while maintaining adhesion and fluorine-barrier properties equivalent to those of the current process flow. A new W liner has been developed that lowers line resistance for further device scaling: plasma-enhanced (PE) CVD W that nucleates on metal and oxides.

The PECVD W film is produced using a specialized chemical in the presence of reactive plasma that breaks down the ligands. The film composition is primarily W, and the atoms from the decomposed ligands are bonded to the W. The amorphous character of the film and the dopants in it from the ligand lead to good adhesion to dielectrics and fluorine barrier properties in the 20-30Å range.

**FIGURE 2.** PECVD W plus gap fill reduces line resistance by nearly 90% over the conventional stack. The inset TEM shows conformal gap fill and CMP integration for PECVD W.

**FIGURE 1** shows a simulation of a contact plug in the 4-30nm range. The model contains parallel and series resistors for the plug and through resistance. Features
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are assumed to be straight wall trenches. Resistance of $12 \mu\Omega \cdot \text{cm}$ is used for W at all thicknesses, which underestimates the benefit of PECVD W. Scattering at film interfaces is not taken into account. The inflections in the curves (from right to left) occur when a film is removed due to volume constraints. It is clear that the benefit of PECVD W increases exponentially as CDs decrease, especially without the nucleation layer.

SiO2 trench structures with CDs ranging from 10nm to 150nm and a depth of 100nm were used to investigate W line resistance and evaluate gap-fill performance. As shown in FIGURE 2, line resistance in a ~10 nm CD dropped by nearly 90% compared with the conventional stack.

 Seam-suppressed gap fill

Until now, feature dimensions have made W fill integration possible using nucleation followed by conformal CVD deposition – which always leaves a seam in features. At CDs <20 nm, however, the volume of the seam or void can be a significant portion of the W fill volume, effectively increasing resistance and also posing the risk of damage during CMP. With device densities increasing in response to demands for higher performance, the smallest flaw can lead to significant yield loss.

A new approach employs a unique, “selective” suppression mechanism that results in a bottom-up fill free of seams or voids. Pre-treating the nucleation layer creates preferred W growth from the bottom of the structure upwards and less on the field, minimizing the likelihood of void-creating pinch-off and seams (FIGURE 3). Experiments showed the process to be successful on structures with CDs ranging from 10nm to 150nm.

Electrical tests confirmed that SSW lowered line resistance compared to that of conventional CVD W (FIGURE 4). Post-CMP defect analysis by top-down view SEM revealed a narrow seam in conventional CVD W after W CMP (FIGURE 5a), while none is visible after SSW fill (FIGURE 5b).

Conclusion

For the next several nodes of logic and memory fabrication, W will remain an important material in interconnect and gate metallization. However, as scaling continues, transitions in process flows will be necessary to achieve low contact and line resistance while maintaining gap-fill integrity. A new W-based barrier/liner has been produced through precision materials engineering that improves device performance and integration while simplifying
FIGURE 5. Top-down SEM image of a) conventional CVD W process with visible seam in the center of the trench and b) SSW fill on the same structure.

process flows. Similarly, a new SSW gap-fill process increases the volume of W (potentially lowering resistance), creates more robust features for post-fill integration, and relaxes requirements on CMP and dielectric etch steps, thus delivering performance, device design, and yield benefits.

Ensuring safety in the sub-fab

ALAN IFOULD and ANDREW CHAMBERS, Edwards, North Somerset, UK

Problems frequently arise as a result of an incomplete or absent formal risk assessment when processes are modified or new materials introduced.

The sub-fab is home to the many pumps and abatement systems that not only help to create the pristine environments required in the process chambers of the numerous tools in the cleanroom, but also handle the exhaust gases and by-products generated by the manufacturing process. In this respect, the efficiency and efficacy of sub-fab operations directly affect the availability, productivity, total operating cost and yield of the manufacturing fab above. Perhaps more importantly, in addition to supporting the process vacuum, equipment in the sub-fab is designed to render cleanroom process wastes harmless and ready for safe disposal or, if appropriate, release into the environment. As such, they are vital to protecting the safety of the people working in the fab as well as those living and working in the surrounding community, and ultimately, all of us who share that environment. The very nature of the process materials and reaction byproducts handled in the sub-fab, which may be variously corrosive, toxic, pyrophoric, flammable or environmentally damaging, creates significant risks, especially for those who must operate and maintain the equipment located there. Moreover, as device manufacturing becomes more complex, with the introduction of new materials, new precursors and new processes, the risk of mistakes with potentially catastrophic consequences in both human and financial terms will only increase.

While ultimate responsibility for personnel safety in the sub-fab lies with the fab operator, equipment manufacturers have a part to play by optimizing their products not only for efficient, effective and reliable operation, but also by ensuring any risks associated with operation, maintenance and repair are assessed and minimised to the greatest extent possible.

There is often a strong focus on technical performance and cost attributes when selecting sub-fab equipment. However, processes and procedures to ensure optimum operation and continuous mitigation of risks to service personnel are equally critical; these demand the development of clear and effective operating procedures and guidelines – in industry jargon "best known methods" or BKM s – to ensure the equipment achieves its full performance potential and safety integrity maintained. The manufacturers of sub-fab equipment are perhaps in the best position to define these guidelines since they will typically have acquired an understanding of the risks posed by hazardous materials on a case-by-case basis during the course of system optimization. Frequent development of BKM s is undertaken in collaboration with the process tool manufacturer or early adopters of the process. However, defining operating and maintenance methods and procedures that are truly the best known requires a commitment to doing so at the highest levels of corporate management, and a formal process of reporting, analysis, synthesis and dissemination throughout the equipment support community.

A key component of any BKM program is the active participation of the equipment manufacturer’s service personnel who are responsible for installing, commissioning and maintaining the equipment and are also likely to have first-hand knowledge and experience of the potential hazards. Since service personnel are invariably in the front-line when safety incidents occur, they are well motivated to contribute since they themselves are often at greatest risk, and it is essential that their contribution is incorporated into product development programs to complement the technical performance with assured safety and reliability.

Even a cursory search of the internet will quickly reveal numerous examples of fab and sub-fab incidents. Amongst the lessons that can be taken from these events is that the risk management process and the resulting controls have to cover every foreseeable circumstance across the equipment lifecycle: installation, commissioning, operation, servicing and maintenance. Notable recent serious accidents include:
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• March 2014 – A fab worker dies after a carbon dioxide leak
• January 2013 – One worker dies and four others are hospitalized after a hydrofluoric acid leak at a manufacturing facility
• September 2013 – A fire at major memory fab results in the closure of the facility with losses estimated in the range of $1 billion and a measurable impact on global DRAM pricing
• August 2012 – A security guard and 3 firefighters are hospitalized when a fire occurs in the exhaust ducts of a photovoltaic manufacturing laboratory in Singapore. The entire facility is shut down for weeks and 35 workers are laid off

These were events with consequences visible and far-reaching enough to make the national and international news. However, experience indicates that smaller events, often with narrowly-averted disastrous consequences, occur on a much more frequent basis with adverse impacts on fab productivity. These events are typically not widely broadcast, thereby limiting the community learning that might otherwise take place.

In respect of process exhausts, three types of hazard recur repeatedly as manufacturing processes evolve and new process materials are introduced: condensation of reactive chemical precursors or reaction products, corrosion due to condensation of acidic materials, and pipe blockage due to accumulation of condensate in significant volume. The images in FIGURES 1-3 show a few examples.

In many cases, the cause of the risk is understood and solutions exist, but problems frequently arise as a result of an incomplete or absent formal risk assessment when processes are modified or new materials introduced. For example, condensation of potentially dangerous or explosive materials can usually be prevented by carefully controlling the temperature of the exhaust gas through the pipework and pumps. Pipe heating systems are widely available for forelines and exhaust pipes, and pumps can be designed with internal thermal management, but if the risk is not properly assessed, the appropriate controls will not be put in place. Furthermore, while a risk analysis
may conclude that exhaust pipe heating is required in a specific case, it should also recognize that key to its effective implementation is the avoidance of cool spots, particularly at bends and junctions. Even a small local drop in temperature can create a hazardous situation despite the application of what is widely perceived as an effective protective measure—a subtle effect, but one with which field service personnel have become familiar through hard-won experience. At a practical level, if each process exhaust is designed in isolation, such considerations make their design and implementation a time-consuming and labor-intensive process. However, as noted in a previous publication [1] the ability to maintain effective thermal control throughout the exhaust stream can be enhanced by integrating the vacuum pumping and point-of-use abatement functions together with the interconnecting exhaust pipes into a single unified system. In this way the pipe routing can be standardized to permit optimization of the exhaust pipe heating installation for each specific process and to avoid the need for customization in the field. Integration and standardization also permits careful optimization of pump capacities and pipe diameters and routing to minimize power consumption and maximize destruction or removal efficiency (DRE). Finally, whether considering an integrated system or not, secondary enclosures for pumps, abatement and exhaust pipes provide an additional layer of protection by permitting hazardous materials to be routed away from personnel in the event of an unintended release. 

In some cases, it is not possible to prevent the accumulation of hazardous materials. It then becomes essential to monitor the deposition and remove it through periodic maintenance procedures. For example, blockage can be
monitored by measuring the pressure drop over the length of the exhaust pipe – as material accumulates in the pipe the pressure drop increases. By monitoring for blockage, operators can ensure that the system is cleaned before its performance impacts production and at the same time avoid cleaning more frequently than required. Integrated vacuum and abatement systems often combine monitoring capabilities with automated software to alert operators of the need for maintenance.

While problems associated with accumulation of materials in process exhausts is arguably the most frequently encountered hazard faced by sub-fab maintenance personnel, another widely applied risk mitigation strategy, particularly for flammable process materials, is dilution below their lower flammability limit (LFL) with an inert gas such as nitrogen. However, it is important to understand the nature of the chemical processes occurring in the deposition chamber and to base the dilution calculation on the composition and volume of the effluent gas rather than the precursor. For example, TEOS is a precursor gas widely used in the chemical vapor deposition of silicon oxide films. The lower temperature needed for the CVD process and the absence of aggressive reaction products are the main advantages of using TEOS compared with traditional precursors such as silane and the mechanical and electrical properties of SiO2 films deposited from TEOS are also very good. The decomposition products of TEOS in the gas phase in the absence of oxygen include organic fragments (ethanol, ethanal, ethene, methane, carbon monoxide), and in the presence of oxygen include water vapour, carbon dioxide, ethanal and methanol [2], many of which are flammable. A dilution calculation based on the amount of TEOS entering the chamber rather than the volume of decomposition products exiting the chamber could easily lead to an underestimate of the required volume of diluent and the presence of a flammable mixture in the exhaust pipe in some circumstances. Once again, a rigorous risk assessment is required to identify such potential hazards and put corrective measures in place where needed.

Risk assessment and communication

It should be clear from the preceding discussion that a detailed technical understanding of semiconductor manufacturing processes and materials and their impact on sub-fab equipment is a prerequisite for safe and efficient pumping and abatement of process exhaust. In particular, ensuring the safety of sub fab operations requires a formal process for risk assessment. Once determined, safe operating procedures must be codified and effectively communicated to field personnel, and a mechanism must exist to update procedures based on feedback from the field. FIGURE 4 is taken from the Risk Assessment Procedure [3] used at Edwards (adapted from Semi S10) and illustrates the Risk Rating Table, a matrix by which risks are evaluated and appropriate responses determined.

Once risks are assessed the information must be effectively communicated to users and field service personnel. To ensure appropriate dissemination of required information, Edwards publishes Application Notes for equipment users and Safety Application Procedures (SAP) for service engineers.

Conclusion

The hazardous nature of many of the materials present in the semiconductor manufacturing process creates significant safety risks for fab personnel and others living or working near the fab, and financial risks for manufacturers and investors. Managing those risks takes more than good intentions and common sense precautions. It requires a detailed and continuously updated technical understanding of the processes and materials based on broad experience across many different types of
applications, and ideally, partnership with process tool manufacturers during development and optimization of new processes. As in other high risk industries - nuclear, aviation, automotive, healthcare, oil, rail and military – best practice safety and risk management is heavily influenced by equipment manufacturers, who are in the best position to understand the capabilities of their products across a wide range of applications.

Ultimately the fab management team own the responsibility for managing risk and safety with the highest levels of corporate responsibility. Semiconductor equipment manufacturers, and in particular, manufacturers of pumping and abatement systems that handle and safely dispose of hazardous materials, have an invaluable supporting role to play with their continuous accumulation of know-how and formal processes for risk assessment, including a mechanism for distributing safety information to, and incorporating feedback from, the field.
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Having more process control points will not immediately change the number of excursions in a fab but it will immediately improve the efficiency with which the fab reacts to them.

In the early stages of development, having more process control can help reduce both the number and duration of cycles-of-learning (the iterations required to solve a particular problem). In high volume manufacturing a well-thought-out process control strategy can increase baseline yield and, at the same time, limit yield loss due to excursions. At all stages, an effective process control strategy is required to ensure that the fab is operating at its lowest possible cost. In addition to minimizing production costs, adding process control steps can, counterintuitively, also minimize cycle time[1-3].

**FIGURE 1** shows a conceptual plot of how cycle time would vary as a function of the number of process control steps. On the left hand side of the chart where there are no metrology and inspection (M&I) steps in place, the cycle time is effectively infinite. If a lot reaches the end of the line and has zero yield there is no way to isolate the problem. Theoretically one could isolate the problem by trial and error, but with only 100 process steps and only two parameters each, there would be 2100 (1.3 x 1030) possible combinations. Even testing one parameter per second, it would take much longer than the age of the universe to exhaust all possible combinations of the parameter space.

As process control steps are added the cycle time comes down from an effectively infinite value to some manageable number. At some point the cycle time will reach a minimum value. Beyond this point, adding in further process control steps will actually cause the cycle time to increase linearly with the number of added steps. The optimal amount of process control will always be a trade-off between minimizing cycle time, minimizing excursion cost, and maximizing baseline yield. The latter two usually have a much greater financial impact.

Adding process control steps can reduce a fab’s cycle time, but how does that work? A full treatment of cycle time (Queueing Theory) is far beyond the scope of this article, however at a high level, it can be broken down into a few manageable components. The total cycle time (CT) is the sum of the queue time (the time a lot spends waiting for a process tool to become available) and the processing time itself. Since the processing time is fixed, the only way to reduce CT is to concentrate on the queue time (Q). From Queueing Theory it can be shown that Q can be expressed by the product of three separate functions [4],

\[ Q = f(u) f(a) f(v) \]  

where \( f(u) \), \( f(a) \) and \( f(v) \) are, respectively, functions of utilization, availability and variability. The first two functions will always be finite, therefore it becomes clear...
that $Q = 0$ only when $f(v) = 0$. Put another way, reducing variability in the fab reduces the queue time, and if we remove all variability from the system the queue time will drop identically to zero and the CT will be equal to just the processing time.

**FIGURE 2** shows a plot of CT as a function of utilization for three different levels of variability: zero, medium and high. The Y-axis measures cycle time in units of total processing time called the X-factor. When the variability is zero all the lots move through the fab in lock-step; there is no increase in CT with increasing utilization and all tools could be run, theoretically, at 100 percent utilization. In this case the queue time is zero and the CT is equal to the total processing time for all the steps (CT=1). As soon as some variability is introduced, the CT starts to increase exponentially with utilization and the more variability there is, the more dramatic the increase becomes.

Variability in the fab comes from many sources: in the lot arrival rate, in the frequency of maintenance requirements, and in the time required for that maintenance to be performed are just a few of the sources. An excursion—a lot that is out of control—affects all of the above.

**Having more process control points will not immediately change the number of excursions in a fab but it will immediately improve the efficiency with which the fab reacts to them.**

In fact, over time, having more process control points can also reduce the number of excursions because it increases a fab’s rate of learning.
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Consider a lot that has been flagged for having a defect count that was beyond the control limit for process step N. If, as shown in Fig. 3a, there was another inspection point between process steps N and N-1, then the problem can be immediately isolated. Only the tool at step N (the process tool the offending lot went through) needs to be put down and only the lots that went through that tool since the last good inspection need to be put on hold for disposition.

By contrast, consider what would happen in Fig. 3b where the last inspection point was five steps ago at process step N-5. Practices differ from fab to fab, however in the worst case scenario, all ten tools that the lot went through would be put down and all lots that went through any of those tools would have to be put on hold. Instead of a minor disruption involving a single process tool and a few lots, entire modules and dozens of lots can be directly affected. Indirectly, it affects the entire fab.

**FIGURE 3.** (a) One process step between inspection points. (b) Five process steps between inspection points.

**FIGURE 3** shows that implementing fewer inspection steps has a threefold impact on cycle time:

1. More process tools are involved and must be taken offline
2. Each process tool is down for a much longer period of time because it takes longer to isolate the problem
3. More wafers are in the impacted section of the production line. These wafers must be dispositioned

The variability introduced by these three impacts will also propagate through the fab; they constrict the flow of work in progress (WIP) through the fab, creating a WIP bubble that affects the lot arrival rate (increased variability) at every station downstream. All of these factors contribute to fab-wide variability and because of the re-entrant nature of the process flow, they add to the cycle time of every single lot in the fab.

When an excursion occurs, the resulting disruption impacts the cycle time of every lot in the fab and it quickly becomes a vicious cycle. The more excursions that happen during a given lot’s cycle time, the longer that cycle time will be. And the longer the cycle time is, the more likely it is that that lot will be in the fab when the next excursion occurs.

Adding inspection steps will add a small, known amount of cycle time to those lots that get inspected, but due to sampling (not every lot gets inspected) it will have a much smaller impact on the average. When an excursion does occur, comparatively few process tools will have to be put down and the module owner will be able to isolate the problem much sooner. The total disruption to the fab (the variability) will be reduced and the cycle time of all lots will be improved.

This counter-intuitive concept has been borne out by several fabs that have both added inspection steps and reduced cycle time simultaneously. Adding process control steps contributes to fab efficiency on several levels: accelerating R&D and ramp phases, increasing baseline yield, limiting the duration of excursions, and reducing cycle time. In short, a better-controlled process is a more efficient process.

The next article in this series will discuss the impact of process control to cycle time on so-called “hot lots” typically run during early ramp.

*Author’s Note: The Process Watch series explores key concepts about process control—defect inspection and metrology—for the semiconductor industry. Following the previous installments, which examined the 10 fundamental truths of process control, this new series of articles highlights additional trends in process control, including successful implementation strategies and the benefits for IC manufacturing.*

**References:**
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Advancements in RH measurement in wafer and reticle environments

ALLYN JACKSON, CyberOptics Corp., Minneapolis, MN

Key IC fabrication steps are sensitive to moisture in semiconductor wafer environments. As the technology node advances, the need for characterizing and minimizing the exposure to relative humidity (RH) has become critical in all 29nm geometry fabs and below. These RH control requirements create a need for a wireless wafer-like humidity sensor which simultaneously measures RH at several points across the wafer as well as throughout the entire IC manufacturing environment.

Challenges with current methods for characterizing N2 FOUPS

Current methods for characterizing N2 Purge FOUPs have problems. These methods are typically not real time, are time consuming, are hard to use and are not able to take RH measurements under production conditions therefore are not reflective of these conditions. In addition, wired (FIGURE 1) hand-held RH meters (FIGURE 2) and single trace hand-held meters are limited to one area and cannot move throughout the process environment. Other options are hand-made alternatives (FIGURE 3) such as a wafer with RH sensors simply taped on. Lastly, they are often limited without data files generated so consequently statistics and quality standards cannot be established.

RH environment test target and goals

The test at the customer involved putting an RH meter inside the FOUP pointing around slot 13. The goal was to repeat the RH meter profile for testing a FOUP on one loadport without the need to open the FOUP. Starting at 40% RH (cleanroom environment), the first step was to run high purity, high volumnet...
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N2 pre-purge for 4-5 minute and then take the reading. The second step is to conduct a maintenance purge to 5% and measure the results in 5 locations across the wafer. The next step was to run a process purge to 20% and take sample readings across various locations. The goal of the testing is to test the efficiency of the N2 purge FOUP diffusers to ensure that uniform purge levels are maintained.

In response to the need for a reliable, easy to use method of qualifying N2 and XCDA environments, the WaferSense® Auto Multi-Sensor (AMS) by CyberOptics (FIGURE 4) was developed. WaferSense AMS is a wireless wafer-like device with five RH sensors to measure the RH profile across the entire wafer surface. AMS is a complete and easy-to-use system which communicates wirelessly via Bluetooth to the MultiView™ application (FIGURE 6) and moves like a normal wafer to all locations in the wafer process environment providing a true characterization of the N2 purge uniformity. Such previously hard to accomplish tasks such as characterizing purge FOUP diffuser uniformity and measuring actual RH percentages are now easily accomplished with AMS. (FIGURE 5) AMS is a true multi-functional device which also measures vibration and can be used for leveling to ensure proper wafer handling.

29nm geometry fabs and smaller require well controlled N2 and XCDA purge environments to prevent defects and yield loss. AMS300 simultaneously measures RH in real-time at five locations on the wafer while it transfers like a wafer to qualify N2 and XCDA environments. The AMS device significantly shortens the task of qualifying
these environments. In addition, the AMS300 provides and vibration and leveling measurement capabilities to ensure proper wafer handling and reduced particles. The overall result for the fab is improved N2 purge environment uniformity which results in reduced defects and reduced labor costs.

**Reducing reticle haze effects**

193nm Immersion scanners are adversely affected by a phenomenon called “Reticle Haze” when proper measures are not taken to measure and control it. There are three areas that need to be controlled to reduce this haze effect on reticles, one of which is controlling RH. Reticle haze is accelerated when H2O is present. (FIGURE 7).

![FIGURE 7. Reticle Haze Formation Accelerated with H2O](image)

There is a key need for a measurement device that will eliminate the inefficiencies of the current methods.

**Challenges with current methods for monitoring RH in reticle environments**

There are several limitations with the current reticle environment RH measurement methods, for example, hand-held RH sensors (FIGURE 9.) are inconvenient and they can compromise the reticle environment. Plus, many areas are inaccessible by hand-held RH sensors, in-situ RH sensors or benchtop type RH sensors. (FIGURE 8.)

Additionally, the importance of particle, leveling, vibration and RH control has rarely been overlooked in reticle environment. However, the need to maximize both yields and tool uptimes in reticle mask environments requires best-in-class practices.

Whether for diagnostics, qualification or preventative maintenance, equipment engineers need to efficiently and effectively make measurements and adjustments to the tools. Legacy particle, vibration, leveling and RH measurement methods are typically cumbersome, non-representative, not real time, compromise the production environment and are costly with downtime required to take the tool offline for these tasks.

By contrast, best practice methods involve collecting and displaying data in real-time, speeding equipment alignment or set-up. Real-time data also speeds equipment diagnostic processes, saving valuable time and resources. Equipment engineers can also make the right adjustments consistently by using objective and reproducible data that enhances process uniformity.

The ReticleSense® AMSR (FIGURE 10) is an actual glass reticle that measures H2O in the reticle environment and is...
compatible with ASML, Canon and Nikon scanners. AMSR is used to travel throughout the entire reticle environment and measures RH. (FIGURE 11) It helps locate the sources of the H2O which results in increased reticle lifetime. Two additional measurement capabilities of the device include measuring X, Y and X vibration (FIGURE 12) and inclination. (FIGURE 13).

**Conclusion**

The AMSR travels the entire path of the reticle and can measure humidity in all locations. In immersion scanner environments, monitoring humidity is critical in reticle reducing haze. Equipment qualifications can be done faster as the same device also measures vibration and leveling. Controlling inclination, RH and vibration are all important factors in increasing yield and reducing downtime.

For RH measurements in N2 and XCDA reticle mask environments, the use of a real-time measurement device, the Auto Multi Sensor, delivers on three compelling bottom lines for the fab – saving time, saving expense and improving yields.
Changing markets drive smarter manufacturing by IC sector

**PAULA DOE**, SEMI, San Jose, CA

**A day-long forum will be held at SEMICON West on the future of smart manufacturing in the semiconductor supply chain.**

The changing market for ICs means the end of business as usual for the greater semiconductor supply chain. Smarter use of data analytics looks like a key strategy to get new products more quickly into high yield production at improved margins.

**Emerging IoT market drives change in manufacturing**

The emerging IoT market for pervasive intelligence everywhere may be a volume driver for the industry, but it will also put tremendous pressure on prices that drive change in manufacturing. Pressure to keep ASPs of multichip connected devices below $1 to $5 for many IoT low-to-mid end applications, will drive more integration of the value chain, and more varied elements on the die. “The value chain must evolve to be more effective and efficient to meet the price and cost pressures for such IoT products and applications,” suggests Rajeev Rajan, VP of IoT, GLOBALFOUNDRIES, who will speak on the issue in a day-long forum on the future of smart manufacturing in the semiconductor supply chain at SEMICON West 2016 on July 14.

“It also means tighter and more complete integration of features on the die that enable differentiating capabilities at the semiconductor level, and also fewer, smaller devices that reduce the overall Bill of Materials (BOM), and result in more die per wafer.” He notes that at 22nm GLOBALFOUNDRIES is looking to enable an integrated connectivity solution instead of a separate die or external chip. Additional requirements for IoT are considerations for integrating security at the lower semiconductor/hardware layers, along with the typical higher layer middleware and software layers.

This drive for integration will also mean demand for new advanced packaging solutions that deliver smaller, thinner, and simpler form factors. The cost pressure also means than the next nodes will have to offer tangible power/performance/area/cost (PPAC) value, without being too disruptive a transition from the current reference flow. “Getting to volume yields faster will involve getting yield numbers earlier in the process, with increasing proof-points and planning iterations up front with customers, at times tied to specific use-cases and IoT market sub-segments,” he notes.

**Rapid development of affordable data tools from other industries may help**

Luckily, the wide deployment of affordable sensors and data analysis tools in other industries in other industries is developing solutions that may help the IC sector as well. “A key trend is the “democratization” – enabling users to do very meaningful learning on data, using statistical techniques, without requiring a Ph.D. in statistics or mathematics,” notes Bill Jacobs, director, Advanced Analytics Product Management, Microsoft Corporation, another speaker in the program. “Rapid growth of statistics-oriented languages like R across industries...”
is making it easier for manufacturers and equipment suppliers to capture, visualize and learn from data, and then build those learnings into dashboards for rapid deployment, or build them directly into automated applications and in some cases, machines themselves.”

Intel has reported using commercially available systems such as Cloudera, Aquafold, and Revolution Analytics (now part of Microsoft) to combine, store, analyze and display results from a wide variety of structured and unstructured manufacturing data. The system has been put to work to determine ball grid placement accuracy from machine learning from automatic comparison of thousands of images to select the any that deviate from the known-good pattern, far more efficiently than human inspectors, and also to analyze tester parametrics to predict 90% of potential failures of the test interface unit before they happen.

“The IC industry may be ahead in the masses of data it gathers, but other industries are driving the methodology for easy management of the data,” he contends. “There’s a lot that can be leveraged from other industries to improve product quality, supply chain operations, and line up-time in the semiconductor industry.”

Demands for faster development of more complex devices require new approaches
As the cost of developing faster, smaller, lower power components gets ever higher, the dual sourcing strategies of automotive and other big IC users puts even more pressure on device makers to get the product right the first time. “There’s no longer time to learn with iterations to gradually improve the yield over time, now we need to figure out how to do this faster, as well as how to counter higher R&D costs on lower margins,” notes Sia Langrudi, Siemens VP Worldwide Strategy and Business Development, who will also speak in the program.

The first steps are to recognize the poor visibility and traceability from design to manufacturing, and to put organizational discipline into place to remove barriers between silos. Then a company needs good baseline data, to be able to see improvement when it happens. “It’s rather like being an alcoholic, the first step is to recognize you have a problem,” says Langrudi. “People tell me they already have a quality management system, but they don’t. They have lots of different information systems, and unless they are capturing the information all in one place, the opportunity to use it is not there.”
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Semiconductor processes have long been a mystery for many circuit designers. They didn't need to worry about how chips were fabricated most of the time, thanks to the many EDA innovations that make their jobs easier and complex designs possible.

The success of the foundry-fabless business model over the past 20 years has been one of the main drivers of the booming of semiconductor industry. The cooperation between foundries and IC designs in fabless companies for process development worked so well that process engineers and circuit designers only needed to focus on their area of expertise. EDA flows simplified the interaction by using process design kits (PDKs) as the information carrier for circuit designs and sent tapeout databases (GDSII) back to the foundry for chip fabrication. Most designers didn't need to dig into the process.

That was then. The designer now is forced to understand process and devices when moving to smaller nodes in order to achieve more competitive designs. Because process is the least understood, the loose link between process and design should be enhanced to improve design and tapeout confidence.

Knowing processes and devices would help designers make better use of the process platform and improve designs. Device geometries are getting smaller and new structures such as FinFET and FD-SOI are becoming mainstream leading to complicated device characteristics and SPICE models, the most critical components in the PDK. They represent a process platform’s performance and device characteristics, fundamental to good circuit design. A solid understanding of SPICE models becomes necessary to make full use of the process. This is true not only for designs at advanced nodes at 28nm beyond, such as 16nm, 14nm and 10nm, but critical for some refreshed older technologies for IoT/Wearable applications.

Running a full evaluation of process and device performance would provide guidance to better select device types, optimize device sizes and bias conditions, trade-off circuit speed and power. The same logic can be applied to generic circuit designs at any technology node, such as analog designs at 180nm or above.

This practice is used mostly within IDM's where process and design teams have fairly direct channels to work cooperatively. Recently, fabless companies strengthened links with foundries to understand the process and devices to improve design output or for process-circuit co-design for high-end chip designs with more aggressive speed, power and performance specifications.

These efforts are significant. Most companies don’t have the resources and time to build a dedicated team and flow and there have been no available EDA tools dedicated to helping designers understand process and facilitate process development interactions. Increasing time-to-market pressures and tough competition drive the need to a higher priority.

Without an EDA tool, current practices can easily take weeks or months to build, maintain and run a flow by creating scripts or SPICE netlists for different evaluation items. It’s practically impossible to run through the cases to generate a full picture of process platform for designers within a short turnaround time.

As a result, it’s hard to come up with a set standard for process evaluation before using it in design, as efforts can vary for different projects. For a big corporation with many design projects, dealing with multiple foundries, using multiple technology nodes and different process platforms, this type of work is critical to its success however becomes overloaded.

Furthermore, the complexity of SPICE models is exploding. Thousands of parameters in each model and a huge model library file with more than 100K lines of code are quite common. Macro models with complicated layout-dependent effects and random variations add more dimensions of complexity.

Complexity and time pressures are huge. An EDA tool to manage both would be indispensable.

One tool could use the PDK library as the input to explore, compare and verify models. It could help designers understand and explore the process-design space to guide process platform selection and enable quick adoption of the process and assist designs. It would help designers dig into the process from different angles, including a high-level summary of the process and device performance, device characteristics, statistical behavior and circuit performance related to the application. This should enable designers quickly adopt and make full use of a process platform that suits their needs.
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